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CHAPTER I

the ages physical activity has played an important

~hroughout

role in the developmental proces_ses of man.

The earliest caveman relied

on his physical prowess as a means of supplying himself with food and
averting danger.

The awareness of the importance of physical training

grew and developed in the early Greek and Roman civilizations.

The

Greek youth trained ardently as a part of their military training,

3TIQ

the Olympic games e;nphasized the importance of physical development.
This awareness of the importance of physical activity which prevailed in
these early civil·izat;ions continues to be a part of today 1 s culture.
The culture of the various nations of the world is reflected in their
physical activity.

The Irish are known for their boxing and the Irish

jig, the French for ballet and fencing, the Spanish for the tango and
bullfighting, and the Germans for gym.~astics. 1

Just as the United

States has become a melting pot of peoples from various countries and
nationalities, it has also become a melting pot of physical activities
by

~""'cur,

")rating the culture of these nations into its own.

The origins of the developmenv of physical education in the
public school curriculum can be traced to the early goals of education.
As e!lr}y as 1859

Herber~,

Spencer J.isti:-d health activHies as one ')f the

1Arthur G. Miller and Virginia Whitcomb, Physical Education in
·the Elementary School Curriculum (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice:Hall, Inc., 196JJ;P: 3.

2

five aims . f education.

In 1928 Koos, in his aims of education,

included the need for students to achieve physical efficiency. 2 The
real impe GUS for ir.1,,.1.'cdSed recognii:.iO!l of the imt';-;::'tance of physical
education in the educational process came in July of 1947 when the Tenth
International Conference on Public Education convened at Geneva under
the joint auspices of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization and the International Bureau of Education.

The

conference agreed that, in addition to intellectual development in the
school, physical education is essential for students to round out
education and to enable them to develop harmoniously.

thei~

They indfoated

that physical education has a real value for the development of human
beings which is ns>t merely physical but also moral and social)
Concern about the United States physical education program was
expressed when the results of the Kraus-Weber tests of minimum muscular
fitness were reported in June, 1955.

This study and other similar

studies revealed distttrbing deficiencies in the fitness of American
youth.

As a result, PNsident Eisenhower convened a National Coni'erence

of Youth Fitness in June of 1956.
Ac;

1.

a part of their report this conference recognized that:

Present facilities for physic::il education, sport:} ar_d
recreation are inadequate or nonexistent in many schools
and communities throughout the Nation.

2Edgar W. Kiiight, Education in the United States (Boston: Ginn
and Company, 1941), p. 534.
3Jay B. Nash, Frances J. Moench, and Jeanette B. Saurborn.
Physical Education: Q!ganization and Administration (New York: A. S.

Barnes dnd Company, 1951), p. 19.

3
2.

1.

4.

5.

Thl development of programs and the training of leadership

to attain proper standards of fitness will gain little if
the facilities and equipment are inadequate or unavailable.
Diversified i_'!?.ciJ :i.ties are r.,-:;_11ired to mP:t -·arious needs-different age: group of boyd and girls, t:.::.30 possessing
lesser skills.
Because of overcrowding, many schools find it difficult to
provide adequate space and equipment for physical education
programs.
Present facilities in many schools are not being used to
the fullest extent.4
Among the recommendations of this conference was a request that

state and local surveys of prese11t facilities and equipment be made to
test their adequacy and extent of usage.5
As an outgrowth of this conference the President's Council of
Youth Fitness was established by the executive order of President
Eisenhower on July 16, 1956.6 This council has evolved into the present
President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports, which was established
on March 4, .1968.
I.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLE...""1

It was the purpose of this study to exarrd_ne the physical education facilities and equipment as ttey existed in the public eleu1entary
schoolf ;n Virginia in

ligh~ o~

their adequacy as reported by pri •. cipals

and as compared with the sL.ondards rer.ommended by thE: Virginia s+.. at.0

4¥itness of .ArE:.e:j.£§.!! Youth, A Report to the President of the
United ~cates on the President's Conference of FitiLess of American
Youth - June 18-19; · 1956 (l·Jashington: Goverrnnent Printing Office, .1956 ),
p. 6.
5Ibid.

61bid., p. 17.

4
Department of Education for an adequate physical education program.
J...i..

DEFINIT:'.:ON ('"." THE

PROBLEI<~

The definition of the problem includes an explanation of:

a) the

terms that were used in the stud;y, b) the delimitations of the re search,
and c) the assumptions inherent in the study.
Definition of

t~.

The term "physical education facilities" as

it applies to this study was interpreted as including those items which
are of a more permanent or fixed nature.

The term "physical education

equipment" as it applies to this study was interpreted as including
those items which are generally non-durable and of limited time of use.
Delimitations of the research.

There are many factors which

influence the elementary physical education program.

Factors such as

personnel, time allotrr..ent, facilities and equipment and type of program
have a bearing on the success of the physical education program.

This

study is confined to the examination of one of these factors;. namely,
the physical education facilities and equipment.

The scope of this

study is delimited to the physical e:l_:.i.cation facilities and eqni;-111sn. . in
those p ....blic elementary schools cf Virginia which have a complete range
of elementary grades extending from kindergarten or first grade through
sixth or seventh grade.
Asswnptions inherent in the study.

Prior to conducting a study

of the physical education facilities and equipment as they eyJ.sted in

5
the public elementary schools of Virginia, two basic assumptions were

made.

The primary assumption made by the investigator was thct all pub-

lie elementary schools in Virginia have a program of physical education

and therefore possess differing degrees of facilities and equipment
which supplement this program.

The validity of this assumption was

supported by Title 22, Chapter 12, Article 2, Section 22-237 of the Code
of Virginia which states, "Physical and health education shall be emphasized throughout the course by proper lessons, drills, and physical
exercises set up by the State Board. 11

?

The second assumption made by

the investigator was that the principals surveyed were knowledgeable
regarding the types of facilities and equipment available in their
school and their adequacy in meeting the needs of the school's physical
education program.
III.

AN EVALUATION' OF TH3 STUDY

The evaluation of the study was made in terms of statements pertaining to:

a) the need and value of the study and b) the objectives

of the study.
Need anc value i)f the studv.
of the need for continued progress

In S:;:Jite of the increased aw<treness
~n

the development of elementary

physical education prograrns, studies indicate that efforts to provide
for the physical development of children have fallen short of the

?Virginia School Laws, State Board of Education, (Richmond,
Virginia: January, 1969), p. 142.

___J

6
desired goals.

The need for this study arose out of the lack of empha

sis by professional educators on the developrr£nt and implementation of a
well-ddined progr.::.:!: cf physical education in the

el~mentary

school.

The type and adequacy of physical education facilities and equipment
available for use are important factors in the development of the physical education program.

The value of the study will be determined by

its ability to offer to the State Department of Education and to educators concerned with

ele~entary sc..~ool

education an accurate appraisal of

the types, quantities, and adequacies of physical education facilities
and equipment in the public elementary schools of the state of Virginia.
By indicating where the inadequacies exist the study will emphasize
areas of concentration for their improveJT,ent, and it will offer general
direction for the

improverr~nt

of the physical education program.

Objectives of the study.

The objectives of the study were as

follows:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

To survey a repr.::ser.tative sarr,ple of public eleIHentc.1~y schools
in Virginia in order to determine amounts and types of
physical education facilities and equipment available for
physical education programs.
To obtain from the principals of the schools surveyed an
evaluation of the adcqua~y of the amounts and types of
physical education facilities and equipment available.
To compare existing qt1antitics of physical education facilities with the standards recor:nnended by the Virginia State
Department of Educo.tion.
To determine the effect of school size on the extent and
adequacy of physical edt:cation facilities and cquip:ne.!1t.
!'o determine the extent of usage of indoor ac(,ivity areas
used for physical education.
To determine the method of storage and distribution of equipment used most frequently by the elementary schools.

I
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IV.

REVIEW OF RELA'J. ZD READINGS

Jn preparation :')r the stwiv

tf1~

inve stiga~ ::-:- "Tl?rl.e an evt.P.ns.L ve

examination on both a state and national level in an attempt to secure
information similar in nature to that proposed in the study.

Local

resources and information obtained from Miss Frances A. Mays, Supervisor
of Health and Physical Education, State Department of Education, indicated that no similar study had previously been conducted on a statewide basis.

The investigator also communicated with John P. Wilbern,

Administrator, President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports, in
order to determine if there had been any follow-up on the recommendation

of the President's Conference of Fitness of A:nerican Youth (1956), which
requested that state and local surveys of facilities and equi9ment. be
made to test their adequacy and extent of usage.B Hr. Wilbern replied
that no survey of this type had been conducted through the offices of
the Federal government.
A survey was mad€ of literature concerned with µliysi(.;iil education

in elementary schools in order to provide the investigator with the
background infor:nation necessary for construction of the instrument.

The

State Department of Education elementary school guide served as the main
source of background information, and several other books offered supplementary information which pertained to the development of the study.

BFitness of A:nerican Youth, A Report to the President of the
United States on"t:he President's Conference of Fitness of A~erican
Youth - June 18-19, 1956 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1956),
p. 6.

CHAPI'EJ?. II

The procedure, method, technique and instrument used in this
study of the physical education facilities and equipment in the public
elementary schools in Virginia i·rere as follows:
I.

PROCEDURE

The investigator determined to make a study of the physical

~du

cation facilities and equipment as they existed in the public elementary
schools of Virginia.

The selection of schools to be studied was based

on the list of public.elementary schools in Virginia as published in the
Virginia Educational Directory for the year 1969-1970.

A survey was

devised .:md ·a response was solicited from principals of approximately
one half of the public elementary schools in the state of Virginia.

The

principals were asked to provide factual data concerning the physical
education facilities and equipment contained in their school..

They were

also asked to evaluate these facilities and equipment and state their
prefel'.'e ,_ -.c;.

The responses were then tabulated, and certain obser.-ations

and conclusions were made.
II..

METHOD

Two forms of methodology were instrumental to the development of
the study.

The descriptive research method was used to deterr.iine the

status of the physical education facilities and equipment as they

9
existed in the schools surveyed.

The descriptive method provided fac-

tual information essential to the comparison of existing facilities and
equ.i.µment with rec1_,.:;_-:-1c:nded standards for facilities and equipment.

'1.'he

analytical method of research was also used to provide a basis for the
correlation of the responses.

Through the solicitation of valuational

information the investigator was able to determine the preferences of
the principals concerning the desirability of certain types of physical
education facilities and equipment.
III.

TECHEIQUE

The technique included an explanation of:

a) the compilation of

the sample of schools, and b) the admir.istration of the instrument.
Com:Jilation of the sar:1ole of schools.
ple was influenced by two considerations.

The selection of the sam-

The first of these was the

recognition of the importance of selecting a sample which was representative of schools throughout the ·state of Virginia.

In order for the

results of the survey to be valid, it was essential that schools in the
different regions of the state be included in the survey and that
schools from both rural and urban ::i.reas be surveyed.

The second consid-

eration was the need to include schools with varying enrollment levels
in the sa:nple.
In order to o:Jtain a sa::1ple wM.ch met both of these criteria, the
names of all public elementary schools in the state of Virginia which
had a complete range of grades extendin& from kindergarten or first

10
grade through sixth or seventh grade was obtained from the Virginia Educational Directory for 1969-1970.

Through the facilities of the Division

of Educational Researci1 and Statistics of the State Department of Education, the investigator was able to determine the enrollrr£nts of each of
these nine hundred and eighty elementary schools as of the fall of the

1969 school year.

The schools were then grouped according to their

enrollment level, and fifty percent of the schools were selected for
inclusion in the sample.

A proportionate nu.'D.ber of schools was selected

from each enrolLrnent level, and schools were selected from each county
and city school system in the state of Virginia.
Ad:ninistration of the instru.rr.ent.

A copy of the survey was

mailed to the principals of each of the four hundred and ninety elementary schools selected for inclusion in the study.

Acc0Bpanyin3 the

survey was a cover letter (see Appendix A) which explained the purpose
of the survey and requested the cooperation of the principals in completing it.

A self-addressed, stamped envelope was included with the

survey in order to facilitate its return.
Tabulation of !he reseonses

~

~~tal

valid. r:::sponses was analyzed and tabulated.

of three hundred and one
The responses of the pJ·in-

cipals were totaled in accordance with the arrangement of the information a.s Jt was

presente~

on the stu-vey.

These tota::!.s ,,Jere convet'ted to

percentages, which were represented in the form of charts and figures in
order to illustrate the findings of the survey.

11
IV.

'J'li.e instrume::_:

C'm~isted nf

INSTRU:ENT

a t 1-iree-page c;,·,_u: ,-2y (see Appendi v B),

which was divided into several sections for clarity and in order to
facilitate the ease of response.

The first section of the

instrlL~ent

was designed to solicit general information concerning the school.

This

information was necessary in order to relate facilities and equipment to
school size.

The second major division of the survey dealt with the

availability of space for physical education activities.

This section

was subdivided into the categories of indoor activity areas and outaoor
activity areas.

The inclusion of this section in the survey enabled the

investigator to deterwine the extent and availability of indoor and outdoor activity areas, and it provided a basis for the com?arison of the
amount of available space with the standards recommended by the State
Department of Education.

The third section of the survey was concerned

with the quantity and adequacy of physical education facilities.

It

was subdivided into the a.1-·t:as of outdoo:c facilities a11u indoor fac.:il.i.ties.

This area provided the infornation necessary for an appraisal of

the aCTounts and types of physical education facilities available in
elementary schools.

This information provided the basis for a c0:npar-

ison of existing facilities with the reco:rmendations of the State
Department of Education.

The principal's evaluation of the adequacy of

these facilities in r.1eeting the physical education needs provided another
means of comparison.

The final division of the survey was concerned

:with physical education equip;;ient.

It was subdivided into two areas.

The first

~rea

requested information dealing with the types of indoor

and outdoor equipment available for use.

The principals were asked to

evaluate the adequacy of this equipment in terms
school.

~~

the needs of their

The second area dealt with the method of storage and distribu-

tion of equipillent used by the school.

A space was designated at the end

of the survey for com.uents by the principal of the school being surveyed.

CHAPTER III

REPORT OF mirs STUDY
I.

ACTIVITY AREAS

The adequacy of indoor and outdoor activity areas is
the scope and success of a physical education•program.

L~portant

to

"Without minimum

playing space, teaching procedures are ineffective, activity offerings
are limited and optimum growth and development of children are usually
restricted. 111
Indoor activitv areas.

In order to provide for an uninterrupted

program of physical education, it is essential that indoor activity
areas be available ·when the weather is inclement or when other conditions prohibit the use of outdoor facilities.

The elementary schools

surveyed made use of a variety of indoor activity areas, as is indicated
in Table I.
TABLE I
PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS HAVING INDOOR ACTIVITY AREAS
AND THE AV1'RAGE PERCENTAGE OF THE DAY AVAILABLE
Are::i.

Gymnasium
Auditoriwn
Cafeteria
Multi-purpose
Other

Percent~ge of schools
having area
22.9

ll.3
15.9
31.2
lB.3

Average percentage
of da~ available

93.65
69.72
49.60
64.62

1Glenn Kitchner, Physical Education for Elementary School
.£!41.dren (Dubuque, Iowu.: \·lm. C. BrO'\m Company, 1966), p. 33.

_J
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The elementary school which has a gymnasium has an advantage over
schools which must make use of other areas for indoor physical education
activity, because a gy:.iill.asium is availaole for a majority of the aay.
In schools where the auditorium or cafeteria is used for physical education, the physical education program must compete with assembly programs, music and band schedules, lunch programs and a variety of other
conflicting programs.

The multi-purpose room has certain advantages

over the use of auditoriwns and cafeterias in that it is available on a
more consistent basis.

However, as its name implies, it too forces the

physical education program to compete with other segments of the total
school program.

Some of the schools surveyed indicated that they made

use of other areas for indoor physical education activities.

These

areas included hallways, vacant rooms and school basements.

Of the

schools surveyed, 82.7 percent indicated that individual classrooms were
used when larger indoor activity areas were not available for physical
education.
Figure 1 shows a comparison by enrollment level of the percentage
of schools surveyed which had gymnasiums as compared with the percentage
of pr-i.icipals who recommended that gy..;_ ''lsiums be included in plans for
new eler;ientary schools.

The largest percentage of schools having e;:-,'Illlla-

siums occurred in schools having a pupil enrollment of
more.

It is

having

gyrru~asiums

interestin~

eigh~

hundred or

to note that +.he smallest rercentage of schools

occurred in schools having a pupil enrollment of

between four hundred and six hundred rather than in the smallest enrollment category- of up to two hundred pupils.

Figure I also shows that
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more than 90 percent of the principals in each of the enrollrr£nt

area~

recommended that a gymnasium be included in plans for new elementary
scnool;:,.
Outdoor activity areas.

Outdoor activity areas are an essential

part of the ele;nentary school physical education program.
playground that a majority of the physical

ed~cation

It is on the

instruction will

occur, and therefore it is essential that the necessary outdoor space
and facilities· .be provided.

Table II indicates the percentage of

schools possessing the various types of outdoor activity areas, and it
shows what percentage of the schools surveyed met the State Department
of Education recoITLmendations (see Appendix

C).

TABLE II
OF SCHOOLS HAVING OUTDOOR ACTIVITY AREAS AND
THE PERCE'N'l'AGE NEETING STATE HECOHHENDATIONS

P.Ef\CE~ITAGE

Area

Percentage of schools
Percentage meeting
_______ havinJL_area ________s_tate recommendatinns
Hard surface area
75.7
30.6
Softball field
89.0
89.0
Grass area
85.4
23.9
(90 1 x 140')
General purpose area
78.l
78.1
(125' x 150 1 )
Outdoor covered area
no state
6.3
recormr.endations
The hard surfare area is al• important part of +.he ple.ygr0und
because it can be used during most of the school year, and it remains
suitable for physical education activities when the surrounding playground area may be

unsuit~ble.

It is also necessary for the performance

17
of various physical education activities.

Although approximately 75

percent of the schools surveyed had hard surface areas, only 30.6 percent of them had a suf iicient number of hard surface areas to meet the
State Department of Education recOl'!LilBndations.

This is due in part to

the fact that the State Department of Education recom11ends that there be
one hard surface area for each ten classrooms or fraction thereof.
can be determined from Table III, many of the larger schools
to meet this standard.
meeting the
grass areas.

,~·ere

As
unable

The schools surveyed had similar difficulties in

recorrm~ndations

of the State Department of Education for

Approximately 2h percent of the schools surveyed met the

recom.11endations of the State Departrr.ent of Education, while over 35 percent of the schools had grass areas available.

The State Department of

Education recommends that there be two grass play areas for each ten
classroows or fraction thereof.

Table III indicates that while the per-

centage of schools having grass play areas increased as the enrollment
increased, the percentage of schools meeting State Department of Education reco;n.11endations decreased as the

enrollrr~nt

increased.

In Table II,

page 16, it is interesting to note that 6.3 percent of the schools surveyed !"'ad an outdoor cov::.:red area

'··}}ic~

:·10uld allow continuance of the

physical education prograill in inclerr£nt weather.

Schools having a

~oft

ball field or general purpose area automatically met the State Department

L______ _

0f'

li'ducation rec0!:'_...,endations of

II.

P,~e

per school.

FACILITIES

According to Dauer, "it is essential that sufficient facilities

T.i\BIE III
A COMPARISON BY ENROLLMENT lliVEL OF THE PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS
HAVING OUTDOOR ACTIVITY ./\REAS .i\J'.J'D THE PERCENTAGE OF
SCHOOLS .MEts'TING STATE RECOMlfaNDATIONS

Area
Hard surface

Softball field

Gra.:>s area

(approx. 90' x 140')

General purpose area
(approx. 125 1 x 150' )

Covered area

Enrollment

lev~l

0-200
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+
0-200
201-400
401-()00
601-800
801+
0-200
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+
0-200
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+
0-200
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+

Percentage of schools
having area

54.5
73.0

85.6

9o.6
96.8
84.8
94.4
84.l+
89.7
90.3
75.8
84.4
82.2
94.8
87.1
81.8
80.9
72.2

79.3
80.6
6.1

4.5

Percentaee of schools
meeting state
recommendations
51.5
34.8
27.8

17.2
29.0
81+.8

94.4
.84.4
89.7
90.3
48.5
36.0
16.7
12.l
6.5
81.8
80.9
72.2
79.3
80.6
no state
recommendations

8.9
8.6
0

.....
<»
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for physical education be present so that an adequate program can be
conducted. 112

A variety of facilities and equipment encourages group

play oa a level
fully.3

ch!-1~:::";:;.n

can themselves organize and carry out success-

The results of the survey of facilities can be divided into two

sec~ions:

outdoor facilities and indoor facilities.

Outdoor facilities.

Sufficient

outdoo~

facilities are essential

in order to have a balanced program of outdoor activities and physical
fitness.

Outdoor facilities can be divided into the areas of primary

outdoor facilities, outdoor climbing apparatus, and upper elementary
outdoor facilities.
In Figure 2 the percentage of schools having primary outdoor
facilities is compared with the adequacy of these facilities according
to the evaluation of the school principal and as compared with the
recom~endations

of the State Department of Education.

The type of pri-

mary outdoor facility which was available in the largest percentage of
the schools was m'fingc ( 51. 5 pcr.rnnt of the schools).

Only 14 p<:::reent.

of the schools had sandboxes, but lS.J percent of the schools surveyed
indicated that the quantity of sandboxes which they possessed was adequate.

This difference between the number of schools having sandooxes

and those indicating adequacy of the nur:..ber of sandboxes is the result

·~ictor P. Dau.er, Dynamic Physical Educatio_g for Ele;nenta_!X
School Children (Minneapolis: Burgess Publishing Company, 1968), p. 17.
2

3ivinifred Van Hagen, Genevie Dexter, and Jesse Feiring Williams,
Physical Education in the Elementar School (Sacramento: California
State Department of Education, 1951 , p. 86.

lOv
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of indications by several principals thaJ, although they did not have
any sandboxes, they felt that they were not needed.
According to Vc..1 Hagen, Dexter, and Williams,

11

some of the sim-

plest forms of play for younger children are sandbox activities.

Valu-

able lessons are learned by the children as they fail or succeed in a
given sandbox undertaking. 11 4 They also recom11end that swings not be
purchased until the more essential pieces of playground facilities have
been purchased, because little physical activity results from the use of
swings.5
Table IV offers a comparison by enrollment level of the schools
having primary outdoor facilities with the adequacy of these facilities
according to the principals.

It also shows the percentage of schools

meeting State Department of Education recommendations for primary outdoor facilities.

In all areas of primary outdoor facilities except

sandboxes, when the percentage of schools having the facility was compared to the enrolLuent level the lower enrollment levels had an equal
or higher percentage of the facility.

The comparison by enro_llment

level of the number of sandboxes shows that the percentage of schools
havirie:, sandboxes increased as the

enr~~lment

increased.

Table IV also

indicates th.'.lt only a small percentage of the schools surveyed in (..:,ch
enrollment level met the recoJTu11endations of the State
Education for primary outdoor faciliti s.
0

4van Hagen, .!?.E• cit., p. 87.
5Ibid.

Depar~ment

of

TABIE IV

A COMPA.tISON BY ENHOLLMENT LEVEL OF SCHOOLS HAVING PRIMARY OUTDOOR
FACILl~IES, THEIE ADEQUACY ACCORDING TO THE PRHJCIPALS AND THE
PEHCENEAGE OF SCHOOLS MEETHJG STATB RECOH,\filNDATim:s

Outdoor facility Enrollment level
Swings

0-200
201-400

401-600

Slides

Seesaws

Sandboxes

601-800
801"+
0-200
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+
0-200
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+
0-200
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+

Percentage of schools
having facility
69.7
"68.5
37.8
32.8
58.1

48.5
58.4
38.9
41.4
61.3
39.4
51.7
32.2
19.0
29.0
12.1
11.2
. 13.3
13.8
25.8

Adequacy according Percentage of schools
to principal (%)
meeting state
recommendations
48.5
36.4
11.?
50.7
7. '2
37.8
32.8
3.4
12.9
41.9
9 .~.
45.5
11.2
44.'9
12.:?.
31.l
32.8
10 •.3
22.6
38.7
9.:
36.4
12.4
39.3
8.9
31.l
5.2
25.9
25.8
6 .• 5
6.1
15.2
16.9
l.l
17.8
4.4
19.0
6.9
22.6
25.8
-

I\)
I\)
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CliIP~ing

ties.

apparatus is an

irr~ortant

part of the outdoor f acili-

The physical education activities which are performed on climbing

appai·a·t,us provide :'nr
children.

~he

muscular and coordination ..i.evelopment of young

Figure 3 illustrates the percentage of schools having outdoor

cliu1bing apparatus as compared with the percentage of adequacy according
to the principals of the schools surveyed.

It also shows the percentage

of schools surveyed which met the recommendations of the State Department
of Education.

A large

percentag~

of the schools had chinning bars (80.7

percent), jungle gyms (73.1 percent), and horizontal ladders (70.Li,. percent); and a smaller percentage had low bars (35.9 percent).

However,

the number of schools surveyed which met the State Department of Education recommend.ations was under 5 percent for all types of outdoor apparatus.

The adequacy of the outdoor clL11bing apparatus in meeting the

needs of

th~

school according to the principals of the schools surveyed

was much higher than the adequacy according to the recommendations of
the State Department of Education.

These

recoJTu~endations

are that

schools have two of each type of outdoor climbing apparatus for a school
of ten classrooms or less, and for each additional ten classrooms or
fraction thereof the specified number is increased by 50 percenL
A comparison by enrollmo.nt level of schools having outdoor climb-

ing apparatus with the adequacy of the apparatus according to principals
and the percentage of schools meeting st.ate recommend;itions i.s found in
Table V, page 25'.

An analysis of the data. in this table shows that as

enrollments increased the percentage of schools having climbing apparatus
also increased, but at the same

tirr~

the percentage of schools meeting

100
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FIGURE 3
PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS HAVING OUTDOOR CLIMBING APPAilATUS AS cm1PARED
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TABLE V
COMPft.RIS01-J l?' ENROLLMEJ\'T LEVEL OF THE PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS HAVING OUTDOOR
CLIMBING APP/\RATUS, THEIR ADEQUACY ACCORDING TO THE PllH~CIPALS AND
THE PEHCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS MEETING STATE RECOMMENDATIONS

Outdoor facility
Jungle gyms

Horizontal ladders

Chinning bars

Low bars

Enrollment level

Percentage of schools
having facility

Adequacy according
to principal (%)

0-200
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+
0-200
201-1+00
4:..Jl-600
60_ -800
8( L+
0-200
201-400
401-600
601-800

51.5
69.7
77.8
77.6
83.9
63.6
62.9
75.6
74.1
77.4
78.8
84.3
74.4

801+

83.9

0-200
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+

30.3
32.6
33.3

42.4
55.0
44.4
1+3.1
Li.5.2
54.5
48.J
44.4
39.7
48.4
69.7
67.4
51.1
62.1
54.8
21.2
27.0
22.2
37.9

81+.5

42,,..8

hl.9

16.1

Percentage of schools
meeting state
recommendations

6.1
5.6
5.6
3.4
3.1+

9.1
5.6
4.4
3.4
0
3.0
3.4
2.2
1.7

0
3.0
3.4
3.3
3.4
3.2

I\)

\JI
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state recommendations decreased.

The ad -·quacy according to principals

remained fairly stable for all enrollment levels.
rigure 4

indic2.~Jes

that only a Sin.all perc€.1,::,dge of the

SC,100:i..S

surveyed had horseshoe areas (16.6 percent), broad jtunp pits (13 percent), high jump pits (9 percent), and target boards (4

percen~).

This

is probably the result of a lack of elementary school physical education
instructors or teaching personnel who are adequately trained in physical
education and can provide the
safe usage.

ne~essary

instruction for their proper and

The undesirability of this equipment without proper super-

vision and ir:struction is supported by the indication of a number of the
principals that they considered not having these facilities adequate for
their school's needs.

The schools which had horseshoe areas, broad jump

pits, and target boards autorratically met the State Departrr.ent of Education

recoIIL~~ndations

of one per school.

A lesser number (6.3 percent)

of the schools surveyed met the recorn:nendation of two horseshoe areas
per school.
Illustrated in Figure 5, page 28, is a comparison of the percentage of schools having basketb:1ll goals, volleyball goals and tether ball
posts .Tith their adequacy in meeting H1e needs of the school.
stan!-.:i..:.l

per~entage

A sub-

of the schools surveyed possessed basketball g0::i.ls

(87.4 percent). Only 54.5 percent of the principals surveyed

L~dicated

that the nwnber of basketball goaJ.s was adequate for the needs of the:i.r
school.

Evidently, although most schools have basketball goals, the

number available is not sufficient.

A smaller percent2ge of schools had

volleyball goals (66.4 percent) and tether ball posts (35.2 percent),
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but the percentage of adequacy of this e.:..uipment was proportionately
much greater than that for basketball goals.
A comparison by enrollment level of school$ i1aving upper elemen-

tary outdoor facilities with their adequacy according to principals and
the percentage of schools meeting state recommendations is shown in
Table VI.

From this table it is seen that as the school enrollment

increased, the percentage of schools having basketball goals, volleyball
goals and tether ball posts also.increased.

The percentage of adequacy,

however, decreased as the enrollrnent increased.

This indicates that the

principals of larger elcoentary schools felt that there was a need for
larger numoers of these facilities.
does not make any

recom~endations

The State Department of Education

concerning the number of basketball

goals, volleyball goals, and tether ball posts which a school should
have.
Indoor facilities.

The need for indoor facilities depends upon

the extent of indoor space available for physical educa.tion a1:;\.ivities.
Certain types of indoor facilities can be used in a minimum amount of
space, and an effective program can take place within the individual
classroom.

The need for indoor facilities is becoming greater as an

ever increasing number of elerr.entary schools are including gymnastics
as a part of their elementary school program.
1' igure

6, page 31, and Figure

'1,

page 32, show the percentage of

schools surveyed which had indoor facilities as compared with the percentage of adequacy according to the principals of the schools,

Tumbling

mats are a necessary part of a school's indoor facilivies i f gyrrillastic

30
TABLE VI
A COMPARISON BY mm.OLUIBNT LEVEL OF SCHOOLS HAVING UPPER ELEllENTA..."tY
OUT')C'OR FACILITL'.iSI THEIR ~"'"''1UArv ACCORDH'G Tv 11 I~ P'i.rncrpus.
AND THE PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS HEETING STATE Rt;CQI.1I,:Ei'IDATIO.rJS

Outdoor
facility

Enrollment
level

Horseshoe
areas

0-200
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+
0-200
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+
0-200
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+
0-200
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+
0-200

High jumr
pits

Broad ,iump
pits

Target
boards

Basketball
goals

Volleyball
coals

Tether
ball post

Percentage of
Adequacy accordine
schools having to principal (%)
facility

Percentage of
sch1...0ls meeting
state
recommendations
9.1

27.3

24.2

12.4

15.7
21.l

3.4

19.0
22.6
12.1
5.6

29.3
29.0

10.3

lJ.3

22.2

5.2

12.1

13.3

18.2
14.6

9.7

22.6

12.l
12.4
18.9
8.6
6.5
6.1

18.2

3.4

10.l
13.3

3.2

20.7
19.4
60.6

1.1
8.6

78.8

12.4
22.2
19.0
19.4
9.1

201-400

84.3

56.2

401-600
601-800
801+
0-200
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+
0-200
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+

91.l
87.9

48.3

93.5
66.7
57.3
70.0

72.4
71.0
39.4

4.4

. 9. 7
12.1
5.6

13.3
5.2
9.7
12.1
12.4
18.9
8.6

6.5
6.1

J.4
1.1
8.6

3.2
no state
recom.rnendations

57.8
45.2

54.5
41,. 9

no state
recomme:""rJ.ations

48.9

48.3
54.8
30.3
33.7

33.7
33.3
41.4

31.l

29.0

12.9

.31.0

no BtP..te
recommendations
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stunts are to be learned and practiced.

In stunts and twnbling it is

necessary to have tumbling mats to break the force of body impact with
~

.

the floor or ground.'
tance of

tQ~bling

Evidently

~~hool principa:~

lecognize the impor-

mats to the physical education program, because 78.1

percent of the schools surveyed had twnbling mats and only 48.2 percent
of the principals felt that they had an adequate nu.'1lber of mats.
ance

bea~s

Bal-

are an essential part of an indoor physical education program

because they provide early trainj.r1g for children in the area of coordination.

Of the schools surveyed 45.2 percent had balance beams, and

32.2 percent indicated that the balance beams were adequate for the
needs of the school.

A smaller percentage of the schools had chinning

bars, parallel bars, climbing ropes, horizontal ladders, vaulting boxes
and bounding boards (see Figure 6, page 31, and Figure 7, page 32).
Some of the.principals indicated that these items were not desirable for
their physical education program by stating that they had none, which
they considered adequate for their needs.

As a result, the percentage

of adequacy for horizontal ladders, vaulting boxes and bounding boards
exceeded the percentage of schools having such equipment.

These items

are sup:- 1 e:r.enta:L to the indoor progra:n, and their usefulness ofteri
depends upon the availability of

prc~erly

trained instruct0rsc

Table VII compares by enrollrr£nt level the percentage of schools
having indoor facilities for gy;nnastics with the pel"centage of ;:_dequacy
of the facilities

as determined by the

6
Van Hagen, E.£• cit., p. 111.

principal.

In general, as.the
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TABIE VII
A COMPARISON BY ENROLLMENT LEVEL OF SCHOOLS HAVING
INDOOR FACILITIES FOR GYMNASTICS AND THEIR
ADEtJ,UACY ACCORDING TO THE PRINCIPALS
Indoor
facilit;v
Climbing
ropes

Enrollment
level
0-200
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+
Balance
0-200
beams
201-1+00
401-600
601-800
801+
0-200
Vaulting
boxes
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+
0-200
Parallel
bars
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+
0-200
Horizontal
ladders
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+
Chinning
0-200
bars
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+
0-200
Bo:.:..'1ding
boards
201-400
401-600
601-800
801.+

Tumbling
mats

0-200
201-400
401-600
601-800
801+

Percentage of schools
having facility
12.1
15.7
20.0
19.0
35.5
36.4
37.1
50.0
46.6
61.3
0

5.6
9.0
5.2
12.9
6.1
20.2
22.2
20.7
29.0
3.0
14.6
12.2
10.3
22.6
33.3
36.0
38.9
32.8
48.4
3.0
3.4
5.6
3.4

- 9.7

57e6
71.9
84.4
86.2
83.9

Adequacy according
to Erincioal {~;~
15.2
15.7
18.9
20.7
22.6
30.3
27.0
32.2
36.2
41.9
0
12~4

16.7
13.8
25.8
12.1
19.1
18.9
20.7
25.8
6.1
16.9
16.7
lJ.8
9.7
24.2
31.5
26.7
31.0
25.6
3.0
6.7
11.1
12.1
______9_.1.__ ·-51.5
h8.J
47.8
53.h
35.5
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enrollment of the school increased, the 13rcentage of schools having
indoor facilities for gymnastics and the adequacy of these facilities
also increased.

The State Department

01·

Education ci0es not make any

recommendations concerning the amount of indoor facilities which a school
should have.
III.
11

If the objectives of

EQUIPMENT

phy~cal

education are to be fulfilled,

there must be an adequate amount of equipment and supplies. 11 7 The
availability of physical education equip:nent is essential to the development of the physical education program.

A diversity of physical edu-

cation equipment helps to insure a varied program of physical education.
Indoor and outdoor equipment.

The percentage of schools having

the various types of equipment recorTuuended for physical education programs is listed in Table VIII.
cf

o.dcqu~cy

of thi3

equip~:mt

Included in this table is the percentage
as det01·;Td..nad by tbe pr.im;lpal.

Play-

ground balls, game balls and equipment, jump ropes and other equipment
used on a daily basis were available in more than 90 percent of the
schools surveyed.

Other items of pt1ysical education equipment which are

not as essGntial to the success o.f the physical education program were
available to a lesser extent (see Table VIII).

A substantial number of

the principals surveyel-i indicated that the equipment. which they had ·was
sufficient for their needs.

7nauer, 2!2• cit., p. 18.
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TABLE VIII
PERCENT AGE OF SCHOOLS HAVING ItillOOR AND OUTDOOR EQUIP1-'.ENT
A~ID THEirt. ADEQUACY ACCORDHJG TO THE: PRINCIPALS

Equipment
Softball bats
Softballs
Record player
Playground balls
Basketballs
Volleyballs
Jump ropes
Volleyball nets
Stop watch
Pump
Soccer balls
Rhythm records
Scales.
Softball bases
Footballs
Whistles
Bean bags
50' t~pe
Line marker
Tether ball
Horseshoes & stakes
Pinnies (team vests)
De~~ tennis rings
,{ands
Indian clubs
Tom-toms

Percentage of schools
having eauioment

Adequacy according
to orincinal (:;'.)

98.3
97.7
97.0
96.7
96.0
95.7
94.4
93.4
92.7
92.4
91.0
88.0
87.7
81.4
80.4
79.1
67.1
66.1
40.9
40.9
33.2
30.9
26.6
26.2
2?.9

88.7
86.o
85.4
77.1
77.7
83.1
72.1
79.7
66.4
77.7
74.4
67.1
76.4
66.4
68.4
67.8
54.8
62.5
42.9
35.5
30.9
28.6
23.6
23.9
22.3
22.9

21.9
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Storage and distribution of eouinment.

The method of storage

a1~d

distribution of equipment used in a school should be one which permits
the t;rE:acest utili:.:;:t.ivn of the equipment with the bast amount of inconvenience to the individual teacher.

The three different systems which

can be employed in storing equipment are storage in the classrooms,
storage in a central supply room, or a combination of the two. 8
The storage of equipment in a classroom has the advantage of
eliminating wasted time, making

~11.e

teacher aware of what supplies are

available, allowing the responsibility to be fixed for the loss or damage of equipment, and eliminating conflicting demands for equipment by
different classes.

The disadvantage of this method is the initial cost

of supplying e.ach classroom with sufficient equipment,

The storage of

equipment in a central supply room offers the advantages of a lower initial cost, the availability to teachers of all materials and the assurance of sufficient materials.

The disadvantages of using the central

supply room are the inaccessibility of the equip:nent, the loss of classroom responsibility, and the need to have someone in charge of the supply
room in order that contro1B can he kept over the equipment.

A combina-

ti on of the two methods usually offe 1·s the be st solution for ele:nen ·J~ ;r
schools,

In this way sufficie'1t equir:ment for most daily needs can be

kept in each classroom, and it can be supplemented by additional

------ -----

8Arthur G. f::riller and Virginia Whitcomb, Physical Education iQ
the Elementary School Curricullm1 (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: PrenticeHall, Inc., 1963), p. 24.
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equipment which is available from the sur.iply room as the need occurs.9
Figure 8 shows the percentage of the schools surveyed which used
each of the three types of equipment storage and distribution.

Only

11.4 percent of the schools stored their equipment in individual class-

rooms, while 22.9 percent of them used the central supply room method.
The majority of the schools (65.7 percent) used a combination of storage

in the classroom and a central supply room.

9Da~er, .££• £it., pp. 18-19.
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FIGURE 8
A COMPARISON OF THE METHODS OF STORAGE AND
DISTRIBUTION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
EQUIPMENI' Ii~ ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY ft ND

I.

r'Y~·:CLUSIONS

SUMMARY

Among educators and lay people there is general agreement on the
importance of physical education in the social, emotional and physical
development of children.

There is also general agreement as to the

necessity for an organized and well-planned program of physical education in the elementary school.

In reality, however, the needs of the

physical education program frequently are considered only after the needs
of the "more acader:iic areas" have been met.

The purchase of physical

education facilities and equipment is often relegated to a position of
secondary importance behind the purchase of supplies for mathematics,
English, science, etc.
This study of the physical education facilities and

equip~ent

which existed in the elementary schools of Virginia was conducted for
the purpose of providing a basis for the comparison of those facilities
with recommendations for adequacy of facilities and equipment.
sources were selected

?.S

Two

the means of evaluation of the adequacy of

physical education facilities and eouiprnent.

The first :::ource was the

recommendation of the individual principals as to the adequacy of existing facilities and equipment in meeting the physical education needs of
their schools.,

The second source of evaluation was the comparison of

recOITuiiended standards for physical education facilities as developed by
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the State Department of Education with ti.e existing physical education
facilities and equipffient.
With this purpo.;e in mind a survey was constructed and a sample
of public elementary schools in Virginia was selected.

The sample

included schools with varying enrollment levels, and it was selected
from schools in the different regions of the state.

The survey wan

mailed to the four hundred and ninety elementary schools selected, and
a response was elicited from three hundred and twenty five of the

schools.

A total of three hundred and one valid responses was analyzed

and tabulated.

Certain basic conclusions can be drawn from this data.

II.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the study emphasize certain basic inadequacies in
the availability of physical

cduc~tion

facilities and equipment.

Signif-

icant emphasis was placed on the need for gymnasiums in elementary
schools, since 96 percent of the principals surveyed indicated that they
felt that gymnasiums should be included in new elementary schools.

The

significance of this finding should offer direction to those concerned
with t"'e planning of new elementar1 r

~'"':

"Ols, especially the State Board

of Ecluc3tion which approves and makes reconm1endations regarding plc..!1s
for new school buildings.

If schools are going t.o off er a .complete pro-

grarr.. 0f !lhysical cduca.t;on, it is esse:'tial that pr0':;_sions be made for
adequate indoor physical education space which is available on a full
time basis.
The study also ir.dicated a need for more space for outdoor
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activity

a1~as.

The number of schools meeting the state recomr:iendations

regarding hard surface areas and grass areas was especially inadequate.
The State

of Education

Departmen~

recoJTu~endationv ~or

hard surf ace areas

and grass play areas place an excessive burden on the larger elementary
schools.

These recommendations specify that there should be an increase

of one hundred percent of the number stated for each additional ten
classrooms or fraction thereof.

Therefore a school with forty two

classrooms should have five hard

~urface

grass play areas (90 x 140 feet).

areas (100 x 120 feet) and ten

This recowK£ndation appears to bP,

unrealistic and could act as a deterrent to the achievement of goals for
physical education playground areas.

Consideration should be given to

the establishrr.ent. of recommendations which would provide realistic goals
for playground areas for schools of different sizes.

Perhaps goals

should be based on enrollment levels rather than on the

n~~ber

rooms, because classroom enrollment can vary substantially.

of class-

School

planners need to make provisions which will not only satisfy the
ate space needs of the school but which will also be

adequat~

im.~edi

for the

future needs as well.
:-•. ~'!taps the most significant findings were in the area of 7 ~cil
ities.
quat~

Textbook sources constantly c.::.:phasized the importan..;e of aC.eoutdoor and indoor facilities to the development. of the physical

educatio~

program.

~~e

majority of thP. schools

sur~eyed

had the 8Ss8n-

tial outdoor facilities such as chinning bars, jungle gyms, horiz0ntal
ladders, basketball goals and volleyball goals; but only a small percentage possessed the supplemental physical education facilities which
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help achieve a complete program of physical education.

Although a sig-

nificant percentage did have the basic outdoor facilities, only a small
percentage of the
cation

~~~ools

recom.~endations

was able to meet the State Department of Edu-

regarding the adequate

nUi~ber

of facilities.

No

State Department of Education reconm1endations were available for the
adequacy of basketball goals, volleyball goals and tether ball posts;
and therefore a comparison could not be made between the existing numbers of these facilities and stat>e recommendations for adequacy.
Because of the importance of these

fa~ilities

to the physical education

program, the State Department of Education should consider making recommendations for the adequacy of basketball goals, volleyball goals and
tether ball posts.
The findings also indicated an apparent need for giving proper
consideration to establishing priorities in the acquisition of facilities for playground areas.

Outdoor facilities which were of less value

from a physical education standpoint were possessed by a larger percentage of schools than were facilities of a greater physical
value.

ed~cation

For example, a substantial percentage of the schools surveyed

had swings and slides, while only a

~mall

percentage had

sandbov~s

c. "1

low ba:r. ;:;.
Except for turrbling mats and balance beams, indoor physical education f"!cilities wer::: extremely lP.'"dP1uate.

Perha~:

the deIT'..and

f0~

indoor facilities will increase as the number of schools with indoor
physical education activity areas increases.

The need for additional

indoor physical education facilities also illustrates the need for State
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Department of Education recommendations :or indoor facilities.
The results of the study indicated a rather large discrepancy
between the

estimatior~

of adequacy according to i..he principals surveyed

and the adequacy of facilities when co:-r.pared with the standards established by the State Department of Education.

This rray be the result of

the high goals for physical education facilities established by the
State Department of Education, or it may be the result of a tendency on
the part of principals to be satisfied with the quantity of equipment
that they possess.

Principals throughout the state of Virginia should

re-evaluate periodically the adequacy of their physical education f acili ties.

A comprehensive study and evaluation also should be made by the

State Department of Education to determine the effectiveness of its
recommendations in supplying realistic goals for elementary school physical education programs.

The State Department of Education should deter-

mine the extent to which new elementar.r school facilities are meeting
state recowmendations concerning the adequacy of physical education
facilities.
The enrollment breakd.o'\.,'TIS for adequacy of physical education
facilJ r.ies often indicated that the r....._ ..,her of schools having particular
facilities i;:icreased as the enrolL'r1.ent increased, but the adequacy ::if
the facilities often decreased.

This is due, in part, to the

recon1~en

dat::ons of the State D2;.iartment of Ech:'!ation, which ::r':-ate that the specified numbers of certain outdoor facilities should be increased by.fifty
percent for each additional ten classrooms or fraction thereof.

There-

fore a school with fort;'.r two classrooms should have six jungle gyms, six
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horizontal ladders, six three-section chinning bars and six low bars.

By scheduling the use of their outdoor facilities, larger schools could
provide for their neeas with less outdoor facilh.l0s.

The State Depart-

ment of Education should consider establishing goals for outdoor f acilities which are based on enrollment levels rather than on the nu.'D.ber of
classrooms.

Also, school administrative personnel need to be aware of

growth in enrollment in elementar.r schools in order to provide additional
outdoor facilities as the need

a~ises.

In the area of equipment the results indicated that the

majo~ity

of schools had the equipment essential to the physical education program.
Items of a supplementary nature were possessed by a sr.i.allcr percentage.
The results also showed that a majority of the schools surveyed preferred to use the co;nbination method of storage and distribution of
equipment.
In conclusion, the results of the study indicated a need for a
greater emphasis on and an awareness of the importance of physical education facilities and equiprr:.ent in the development of the physical education

progra~.

School adrrdnistrators and planners throughout Virginia

need tc , "!-evaluate the adequacy of their physical education f aci!.. ~.ties
and equipment in terms of their goals for the physical educ<...tion program.
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APPENDIX '\
COVER LETTER FOR SURVEY
Box 717
Chester, Virginia
April 17, 1970

23831

Dear
The primary objective of elementary education is to proviae for the
complett; emotional, social, physical, and intellectual gro·..rth of
children. As educators h~ recognize the importance of physical
education in the educational process. Yet recent studies indicate
that efforts to provide for the physical development of children
have fallen short of the desired goals.
The purpose of the enclosed questionnaire is to examine one of the
factors which influences the physical education program; namely, the
physical education facilities and equipment. The findings derived
from this s~udy will be u3ed to compare, on a state-wide basis, the
existing facilities and equip;;1ent with the recom.'Ylended standards. No
school or school system will be identified in the results of this
study.
Alt.hough I re:J.lize that there a:re nu:::ercus deraands on your ti.-r,e, I
hope you will take a few minutes to ansHer some questions which may
have some significance for the improvement of elementary scho.ol
education in the state of Virg:i.nia. Your cooperation in completing
and returning the enclosed questionnaire by May 4, 1970, is essential
to tt·_ success of the study. A busi.r ss reply envelope is enclosed
for your convenience.
0

Thank

you~

Sincerely,

Craig P. Orean
Principal
Enon Elementary School
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APPENDIX B
A SURVEY O!'

:r'~:VSTCAL

EDTrr.AT:;:C'r\T Ff,CILITIF'J A'1D EQUIPHEN'l'

IN THE PUBLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS OF VIRGINIA
I.

GE?mRAL INFOP..MATION

A.
B.

C.

D.
E.
F.
G.

H.
II.

School
Principal
Grade levels served by the school
Approximate pupil enrollment
Number of classroom te2chers
ApproY.imate acreage of school site
Date school building was erected
Date of latest addition

SPACE

A.

Indoor
1.

Acti~ity

Areas

Please indicde which of the f ollm..i.ng large space areas
you use for indoor physical education instruction by
checking Colw~D A. In Colur;m B indicate the percent of
the school day that the area checked is available for use.
Column A

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
2.

Column B

Gymi1asium
Auditorium
Cafeteria
Multi-purpose area
Other (specify)

Are individual class:::-ooms used for physical education when
larger areas such as t}""lse above are not avail_able?

J. Would you recorn.rnend that a gymnasium be included in plans
for new elementary schools?
B.

Outdoor

1.

Ac~ivity

-----

Areas

The following section is concerned with the amount of
playground space available. Please estimate the ntL~ber
of each type of area available. Each area listed should
be considered to be separate from the others and overlapping in counting should be avoidea.
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Number
Available
a.
b.

c.

d.
2.

III.

i~:.:rd surf aced play area (blacktop, etc. )
Softball field
Grass play area (approx. 90 1 x 140 1 )
General purpose area (approx. 125' x
150 1 - grass or clay)

Indicate the number of covered outdoor areas available
for physical education use.

----

F AGILITIES

Please indicate in Column A below the quantity of each type of
facility available in your school. Indicate whether or not you
consider this facility to be adequate for your school's needs by
checking either Column B (adequate) or Column C (inadequate).
A.

Column A
Column B
Column C
Outdoor Fa_c_i_l"""i_t_i_e_s____i_fo_;._...A_v_a_i_l_a_b_l_e_ _A_d_e....q_u_at_e_--'I'-n__a_d_e_a.._u"""a_t_e
Jungle gyms (or similar
climbing structure)
Horizontal ladders
Chinning bars (no. of
·bars)
Low bars (approx.
30 11 hiflh)
Swings (each - not
sets)
Slides
See sav1s (ea ch )
Sandboxes
Horseshoe areas
High ,ii_uuning pits
Broad iuJiming pits
Target boards
Basketball 8oals
Volleyball or NewcoI'.lb
courts
Tether bali post
Other

.

-- -

··-

-- ·'

----
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B.

Indoor Facilities

Column A
No. Available

Column B
Adequate

Column C
Inadeauate
I

Climbing :;:-("µ~s
Balance beams
Vaulting boxes
Parallel bars
Horizontal ladders
Chinning bars
Boundinrr boards
Tumbling mats
Other
;:.

IV.

EQUIPH2NT

Please check in Colwnn A below those items of physical education
equipment which are available in your school. Indicate whether or
not you consider those items checked in ColUtun A to be adequate
for your school's needs by checking either Column B (adequate)
or Column C (inadequate).
A.

Indoor and Outdoor
Equipment
Rubber olayground balls
Pump for inflating
balls
Record player
Ilhythn records
Jumnin,g ropes
Bean bags
Soccer balls
Softballs
Softball bu.ts
Softball bases
Volleyballs . · Volleyball nets
50' steel measuring
tape
Sto2 watch
Tom-tom
Indian clubs
Wands (wooden sticks)
Scales ( wel.ghing)
Deck tennis rings

Column A
Available

Column B Colmnn C
Adequate Inadequate

-

·-

.
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A.

Indoor and Outdoor
Equioment

Column A
Available

I

Column B Column C
Adequate Inadeauate

I

Tether ball
Set of horseshoes
and stakes
Line marker
'Whistle
Pinnies (team vests)
Basketballs
Footballs
Other

I

-

B. Distribution of Equioment
Please check the means of storage and distribution of equipment which is used by your school:

1.
2.

3.
V.

COHHENTS:

Storage in individual classrooms
Storage in a central supply room
Combination of Nwnbers 1 and 2
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APPENDIX C
STATE D?P1\P'l.'HENT OF F.DUC.\?10N
EIE~·1E1,:l~l.J:

11

RECO:-i:B?JD:~TIONS

The

'R.ECO~·I·F~ITJ.":'.'IONS

FOR

SCHOOL PHYJICJi.L EDUCATIO:J · ~ Ai..:ILITIES

FOR ELSi'.ENTARY SCHOOL PLAYGROU:illS

follo~ring

areas are recommended for the establishment of a

desirable playground for an elementary school.

The areas suggested pro-

vide for a wide range of activities, make possible flexibility in the
use of the playground, and enable the community to use the playground
as a recreaticirlal center during the hours and days when school is not
in session.

The space recommended is established for a ten teacher or

less eleruentar<J school.

Following each type of area is a state:n.ent

indicdting how much additional space should be provided in case the
school ·were to be larger than a ten teacher school.

The minimum space

recontuended amounts to·about 3 1/8 acres.
SPECIFIC REC0:.1>lENDA1-'IONS
ti

1.

112.

All-':leather Hard Surfaced Hultiple-Purnose Area.--The AllWeather Area • • • should be 100 x 120 feet-:--lt should be
constructed of a suitable black top or concrete material.
The space suggestedmakes it possible to conduct a nu.Tiber
of physical education activities on the all-'::eather surf C:tC'e.
~uch an area can be used inL11ediately after a rain, or when
the playground is mudd;y•. Sr!> ce required equals .2;6 ac:-e.
Nwnber needed. One hard surfaced area of the size indicated should be provided for each school of ten classroom
units or less. Additional areas should be provided for each
additional ten classroom units or fraction thereof.
Playgrouncf Eguioment for Physical Develooment.
a.
b.
c.

2 jungle gyms
2 horizontal ladders
2 three-section chinning bars
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d.

11

3. Equinment for Recreation Use.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

11

2 low bars, 30 inches high and 10 feet long.
These items should be placed in a space approximately
25 x 120 feet (.069) acre).
Nw-;:-,bc:- needed. 'T'he :r1.L'11ber indicatE:c above rP.nreserits
the dt:.sil'cible quantity for a school of ten classroo;n unii:.s
or less. For each additional ten classroom units or fraction thereof, increase the specified amount by 50 percent.

4.

1 set of six 8 1 swings
1 set of six 10 1 swings

1-6 1 slide
1-8 1 slide
6 seesaws, 30"-36 11 cit fulcrum
2 sandboxes, 8 x 12 feet
The above equipment should be placed in an area 50 x
120 feet (.138) acre).
Number needed. The nu:nbers indicated above represent
the desirable nu,11ber needed for any school-ten classroom
units or more.

Additional Recreation Eguinment.
2 horseshoe areas
Space needed. 50-60 feet (.069 acre).
NtL11ber needed. The number indicated above represents
the minimlh11 number needed for any school of ten classroom
units or more.

115. -----Field Areas.
a.
b.

11

6.

1 softball field--Overall dimensions 250 x 250 feet

(l.1+35 acres).
2 play areas (grass) each to be 90 x 11+0 feet (.53g acre).
These two fields should be located side by side.
Number needed. Tv1v such fields (90 x 140) are nec>d
for each ten classroom units or fraction thereof.

AlLtiliary
a.
b.
c.

Faciliti~~

1 high jumping pit with standards.
Broad-jtt11ping pit equipped with take-off board.
The a1·ea needed for Lnese tvm units should be approximately 80 x 120 feet (.165 acre).
Target board--6 feet square. This board should be consrtucted (sicf by placing three 8 x 8 inch uprights in
concrete and ·acing both sides with 2 x 12 inch planks
which have been tongued and grooved. No specific area
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d•

1

is needed as this target ma,/ be placed at the end or side
of one of the larger play areas.
General purpose area--An area of 125 x 150 feet should be
providecl. e.c; a gene::r-o:i1 pU""l')Ose area. T:~.:.s area sr" 1Jlc:.
either bt; in grass or surfaced with a mixture of clay,
sand, and fine gravel. (.435 acre).
Number needed. One such surface is all that is needed
for any school. However, for an exceptionally large
school, the area might be increased by 50 percent. 111

Physical Education - .Kindergarten Throui:;h Grade Seve_!}, A Curriculum Guide Prepared by the State Department of Education (Richmond,
Virginia: Com'Tiornvealth of Virginia, July, 1969), pp. 313-315.

l_
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VITA
C!'aie Paul

c~·gc."':

son of VPrnor

~.

Organ anc l·>deline

was born on October 30, 1942, in Pittsfield, Massachusetts.

C''"'"l{

O"'q;an,

In 1946 he

moved to Schenectady, New York, where he attended public school; and he
was graduated from Niskayuna Senior High School in 1960.
From 1960 through 1964 Hr. Organ attended the University of
Richn:ond and was graduated in 1964 with a Bachelor of Arts Degree in
History.
Since graduation he has been employed by the Chesterfield County
School Board.

He taught grade seven at Enon Elemef!tary School for two

years (1964-1966) and at Chester Intermediate School for one year (19661967).

He worked for one year as an intern principal (1967-1968), and

he has been in his present position of principal of Enon Elementary
School for two years (1968-1970).
Mr. Organ is married to the former Sandra Lee Carpenter of Winchester, Virginia; and they have two children, Craig, Jr., age five,
and Scott, age 1.
He is a member of the Chesterfield Education Association, the
Virglnia Education Association,

ar.~

the National Education Association.

He is currently president-elect of the vepartment of Elementary School
Principals of the Virginia Education Association for District

c.

Mr. Organ i__s a member and deacon of the Rivermont Presbyterian
Church.

He is also a member and past officer of the Chester Jaycees,

and he is a member of the Bermuda Optimist Club.

